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¦ Real time engine monitoring

¦ Fleet and consumer applications

¦ Diagnostic trending and analysis

¦ Reduce unscheduled vehicle breakdown

¦ Increase maintenance transparency

¦ Service alerts and reminders 
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Integration with OBD devices

 
diagnostic and reporting capability. OBD system gives access to the status of the 

various vehicle sub-systems. We have integrated with various OBD devices that 

have GPS capability as well along with vehicle information. These devices are 

just plug and play, no need for any installation. 

On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) is an automotive term referring to a vehicle's self-

 . OBD devices can send almost all possible data to our system.

               Real time engine detail

                Fuel consumption                 Over Speeding

                Capture Crash Data

 
It can provide: RPM, pedal position, torque, selected gear and other important things.

Engine data can tell you a lot about driver behaviour and the efficiency at which the engine is  running. 

OBD devices can provides accurate 

fuel consumption data
When a vehicle is speeding, fuel consumption increases drastically. OBD 

devices monitors vehicle speed and detects speeding events.

Our OBD devices constantly monitors accelerometer data to enable real time 

crash detection and offer offline crash reconstruction data
                Crash notification

OBD is equipped with a crash detection algorithm that constantly runs in the 

background and analyzes in real time data collected by its sensors. Upon 

detection of a crash pattern, accelerometer data is stored and a notification of 

event is automatically sent to the server with a severity index

                Crash condition
Crash reconstruction can only be done through the analysis of a comprehensive 

set of pre and post crash data including accelerometer data and information 

obtained from the vehicle such as airbag deployment, ABS monitoring, seat belt, 

brake, driver seat sensors etc.

               Complete Diagnostic Tool

               Complete Scan Tool



About YLogApp

Features
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Admin Dashboard

¦Admin can mange drivers, vehicles, dispatches, devices etc.

¦GPS Units are associated with vehicles in order to capture location data.

¦Admin creates dispatches and assigns them with drivers and vehicles.

¦Admin can add multiple stops in dispatches.

¦Drivers get notification if their license is about to expire, they were about to violate any DOT rule.

¦Drivers select their dispatches and start from start addresses. System captures their log information and show 

on screen.

¦Prior to use a mobile device as GPS unit, it should be approved by Admin.

¦Admin can invoke/ revoke access to any mobile device at any time.

Logs

¦Driver does not need to insert any 

information about log manually. All log 

operations are maintained automatically.

¦Log records can be seen in both graphical 

and grid view.

¦Vehicle can be located on map any time.

¦There are two types of log - driver log and 

vehicle log. 

¦Vehicle log is generated automatically on 

time set by Admin.

¦Driver log is generated for driver when he is driving vehicle.Log Web application is integrated with iPad and 

android devices. Data is synchronized between web application and devices. Application can work in offline 

condition as well

Mobile Apps
YLogApp Web application is integrated with iPad and android 

devices. Data is synchronized between web application and 

devices. Application can work in offline condition as well.

¦Driver logs in from iOS/Android device.

¦Admin receives alert about new device registration 

request.

¦ Device Authenticated by Admin and associated 

with vehicle.

¦  Works in Offline mode too.

¦ Data remains synced between portal and mobile 

devices.
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Functionality
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YLogApp, is a Web based as well as Android and IOS phone application, helping keep a real time tracking of assets 

and manage the dispatches.It is the replacement of manual log entry of drivers. Using this driver can easily and 

quickly maintain their logs to get  more accurate graphs and reports.

YLogApp supports GPS, using that Administrator can track all vehicles and drivers in real-time. Vehicle log used to 

track vehicle positions. Administrator can analyze reports to manage day to day operations in business. 
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We have added Crashboxx’s advanced vehicle crash and driver risk management solutions to our real time resource 

utilization platform. These new offerings provide customers with the ability to identify risky drivers using objective 

measurements, and if an accident should occur, the incident is reported automatically, in real time, to the fleet 

operations and safety managers. 

Benefits of Crashboxx are:

• Crashboxx CA™, a robust and configurable crash algorithm for integration on TCU firmware  (either OBD II mounted 

or hard wired modules) 

• Crashboxx Score™, a scoring program that captures and scores drivers safety while driving. 

• DENT, automates crash notification and reporting for customers. DENT Includes automated First Notice of Loss 

(FNOL), calculates the angle of collision impact (PDOF), vehicle crush, bill of materials and a preliminary cost to repair 

the vehicle.

• Bodily Injury and Trauma Expert (BITE) from Crashboxx is a predictive modeling tool which uses crash data acquired 

from DENT, and delivers estimates for bodily injury using the abbreviated injury scale (AIS) for major regions of the 

human body. BITE is used to fight exaggerated and fraudulent motor vehicle accident claims. 

• DashREMOTE, captures serial data from the vehicle’s data bus (e.g. RPM, oil pressure etc.), ECU status and trouble 

codes (DTC), if any. Remote actuation of many vehicle relays are part of the DashREMOTE product.

Automated Driver Behaviour, Vehicle Crash Detection, Collision Analysis and Vehicle Data Bus Access

Enables Customers to Take Fleet Telematics to the Next Level

Crash Alert Data file

Estimated Crash
     Speed

Airbag System
       Alert

Crash Serverity
       Meter

Operator Injury
Notification

  When the vehicle is involved in a frontal 
  or side collision, the fleet manager/safety
 manager knows immediately when and 
 where the crash has occurred 

  Detailed crash report for subsequent 
  analysis

The speed of the vehicle at the moment
 of the crash is calculated and reported.

Crash severity is passed with crash alert that is
classified as low, moderate or severe.

The probability of airbag deployment is
 calculated and likelihood of deployment
 is calculated and relayed to the fleet
 manager

  The crash event is analyzed and an estimate
 of operator injury is generated. The likelihood
 of a serious injury is classed and low, 
moderate or severe
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